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In this work we study the potential of the lepton flavor ratios Rτµ
K ≡ Γ(B → Kτ+τ−)/Γ(B →

Kµ+µ−) and Rτµ
K∗ ≡ Γ(B → K∗τ+τ−)/Γ(B → K∗µ+µ−) to probe lepton flavor universality (LFU)

violation in τ − µ sector. We show that these ratios can deviate from their SM values even if the
new physics couplings are universal in nature, i.e., having equal couplings to e, µ and τ leptons.
Therefore in order to utilize these observables to probe LFU violation, we need to compare the
allowed range of Rτµ

K(∗) for class of solutions with only universal couplings to leptons and solutions

having both universal and non-universal components. For the current b → sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ) data, we
find that these two class of solutions can be discriminated provided the measured value of Rτµ

K∗ is
greater than the SM prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The decays induced by the quark level transition b →
sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ, τ) have immense potential to probe physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM) of electroweak inter-
actions. This is due to multiple reasons. Firstly, within
the SM, these decays can occur only at the loop level
and hence have highly suppressed decay rates. Further,
the same quark level transition induces a number of de-
cay modes, such as B → Kℓℓ, B → K∗ℓℓ and Bs → ϕℓℓ
decays. Therefore we are equipped with a plethora of ob-
servables to inspect new physics. Also, this decay mode is
sensitive to CP violation beyond the current paradigm
[1, 2] as within the SM the predicted values of various
CP violating observables are highly suppressed. More-
over, the decay channels b → sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ) have already
started providing several enthralling hints of beyond SM
physics.

The most striking deviation from the SM is revealed
through the measurement of the branching ratio of Bs →
ϕµ+ µ− decay. The measured value deviates from the
SM prediction at the level of 3.5σ [3, 4]. The decay B →
K∗ µ+ µ− also displays tension with the SM through the
measurement of the optimized angular observable P ′

5 in
4.0 GeV2 ≤ q2 ≤ 6.0 GeV2 bin. The dissidence with the
SM is at 3σ level [5–8]. These anomalous measurements
can be reconciled by assuming new physics in b → sµ+µ−

transition.

The lepton flavor ratio observables RK ≡ Γ(B+ →
K+µ+µ−)/Γ(B+ → K+e+e−) and RK∗ ≡ Γ(B0 →
K∗0µ+µ−)/Γ(B0 → K∗0e+e−) were defined to capture
the mismatch between b → sµ+µ− and b → se+e− tran-
sitions. The measured values of these observables relin-
quished tension with the SM [9, 10]. The explanation of
data required new physics couplings to be non-universal
in nature, i.e., the new physics couplings in electron and
muon sectors should be different. The favoured Lorentz
structures of such new physics in b → sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ) were
determined through a model independent global analysis
of b → sℓℓ data using the language of effective field the-
ory [11–28]. In most of the analysis the non-universality
was accomplished by assuming new physics only in the
muon sector whereas some analyses assumed non-equal

couplings to both muons and electrons. In [29], it was
shown that apart from non-universal couplings (only in
muon sector), one can also have universal couplings, i.e.,
new physics which couples equally to electron, muon and
tauon. In fact such class of new physics scenarios pro-
vided a better fit as compared to scenarios having only
non-universal component [22, 29–31].

However, the recent updates from the LHCb collabo-
ration in December 2022 [32, 33] accoutered values of RK

and RK∗ which now concur with the SM prediction. This
forces the new physics couplings to be nearly universal
in nature [34–40]. If couplings are universal then they
will also generate new physics effects in b → sτ+τ− de-
cay channel. A legitimate question to ask at this stage is
whether the current data in b → se+e− and b → sµ+µ−

sectors can allow for lepton flavor universality (LFU) vi-
olation in the τ − µ sector. The formalism developed
in [29] is equipped to allow such an inquisition as it has
provision for both universal as well as non-universal com-
ponents.

In the current work we examine the new physics
potential of lepton flavor ratio observables Rτµ

K ≡
Γ(B → Kτ+τ−)/Γ(B → Kµ+µ−) and Rτµ

K∗ ≡ Γ(B →
K∗τ+τ−)/Γ(B → K∗µ+µ−). In particular, we inspect
how well these observables can discriminate between the
class of solutions having only universal couplings and
solutions having both universal and non-universal new
physics couplings. Owing to the nomenclature, the LFU
ratios are expected to render values within their pre-
dicted SM range for new physics with universal couplings.
The ratios RK and RK∗ are the most popular examples
of such LFU ratios [41–45]. Therefore it is natural to
expect the same for the ratio observables Rτµ

K and Rτµ
K∗ .

In this work we show that ratios Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗ can en-
gender values beyond their predicted SM values even for
new physics solutions with universal couplings. There-
fore in order to discriminate between the class of solu-
tions having only universal couplings and solutions hav-
ing both universal and non-universal components, we
need to compare the allowed range for these class of solu-
tions. If the allowed range is distinct for the two classes,
only then Rτµ

K(∗) can serve the purpose of discriminating
between the LFU conserving and violating new physics.
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We explore this discriminating ability of Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗

by making use of current experimental measurements in
b → se+e− and b → sµ+µ− sectors.

The plan of work is as follows. In the next section,
we discuss the framework of universal and non-universal
new physics in b → sℓℓ decay. We also provide fit results,
i.e we provide allowed parameter space for new physics
couplings for class of solutions with only universal com-
ponent as well as for class of solutions having both uni-
versal as well as non-universal components. In Sec. III,
we discuss Rτµ

K and Rτµ
K∗ results for the two classes of

new physics. The conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.

II. FORMALISM AND FIT RESULTS

The effective Hamiltonian for b → sℓ+ℓ− (ℓ = e, µ, τ)
transition within the SM can be written as

HSM
eff = −αemGF√

2π
V ∗
tsVtb

×
[
2
Ceff

7

q2
[sσµνqν(msPL +mbPR)b]ℓ̄γµℓ

+Ceff
9 (sγµPLb)(ℓγµℓ) + C10(sγ

µPLb)(ℓγµγ5ℓ)
]

+H.c. . (1)

Here PL,R = (1 ∓ γ5)/2 and q in the first term is the
momentum of the off shell photon in the effective b → sγ∗

decay. Further, Vts and Vtb are the elements of the quark
mixing matrix, αem is the fine-structure constant and GF

is the Fermi constant.
We now assume new physics in the form of vector and

axial-vector for which the effective Hamiltonian for b →
sℓ+ℓ− decay can be written as

HNP
eff = −αemGF√

2π
V ∗
tsVtb

[
C9ℓ(sγ

µPLb)(ℓγµℓ)

+C10ℓ(sγ
µPLb)(ℓγµγ5ℓ) + C ′

9ℓ(sγ
µPRb)(ℓγµℓ)

+C ′
10ℓ(sγ

µPRb)(ℓγµγ5ℓ)
]
+H.c. , (2)

where C(9,10)ℓ and C ′
(9,10)ℓ are the new physics WCs hav-

ing both universal and non-universal components:

C(9,10)e = C(9,10)τ = CU
(9,10) ,

C ′
(9,10)e = C ′

(9,10)τ = C ′U
(9,10) ,

C(9,10)µ = CU
(9,10) + CV

(9,10)µ ,

C ′
(9,10)µ = C ′U

(9,10) + C ′V
(9,10)µ . (3)

Here CU
(9,10) and C ′U

(9,10) are the universal contributions

to the WCs. These contribute equally to all b → sℓ+ℓ−

transitions whereas CV
(9,10)µ and C ′V

(9,10)µ can contribute

only to b → sµ+µ− decay. Therefore there can be three
possibilities:

• CU
(9,10) = C ′U

(9,10) = 0, i.e we only have non-universal

couplings. This scenario is disfavoured by the cur-
rent data, in particular the updated measurements

of RK and RK∗ by the LHCb collaboration which
is now consistent with their SM predictions.

• CV
(9,10)µ = C ′V

(9,10)µ = 0, i.e we only have universal

couplings. We call this as framework-I (F-I).

• both universal as well as non-universal couplings
are present. We call this as framework-II (F-II).

F-I Solutions WCs 1σ range ∆χ2

SU-I CU
9 −1.08± 0.18 27.90

SU-II CU
9 = −CU

10 −0.50± 0.12 18.85

SU-III CU
9 = −C

′U
9 −0.88± 0.16 26.92

TABLE I. Allowed new physics solutions assuming new
physics couplings to be universal. Here ∆χ2 = χ2

SM − χ2
bf

where χ2
bf is the χ2 at the best fit point and χ2

SM corresponds
to the SM which is χ2

SM ≈ 184.

Within framework-I, assuming contributions from one
operator or two related operators at a time, the scenarios
favored by the current data along with the 1σ range of
the WCs, as obtained in [35], are listed in Table. I. The
parameter space of the WCs are determined by perform-
ing a global fit to 179 observables in b → sℓ+ℓ− decay.
These include the updated measurements of RK and RK∗

by the LHCb Collaboration in December, 2022 [32, 33]
along with a number of CP conserving b → sµ+µ− and
b → se+e− observables. The fit also includes the new
world average of the branching ratio of Bs → µ+µ−

which is (3.45 ± 0.29) × 10−9 [36]. This resulted due to
the recently updated measurement by the CMS collab-
oration using the full Run 2 dataset [46]. The updated
world average of the branching ratio of Bs → µ+µ− is
now in agreement with its SM prediction [47, 48]. The
complete list of observables used in the fit along with the
fitting methodology is provided in [34].

For framework-II, a complete set of favored scenarios
were identified in [22, 29, 30]. These new physics solu-
tions along with the updated 1σ range of the WCs as
obtained in [34] are listed in Table II. Here again the
fit was performed using the same 179 observables which
were used in the fit for F-I. The F-II solutions can be
classified into two categories: Class-A and Class-B so-
lutions. The class-A solutions are characterized by CU

9

contributions and it has four favored scenarios. Following
the nomenclature of [22], these solutions are denoted as
S-V, S-VI, S-VII and S-VIII. The class-B scenarios are
characterized either by CU

10 or C ′U
10 contributions. The

favoured solutions under this class are denoted as S-IX,
S-X, S-XI and S-XIII. These scenarios can arise naturally
in a number of new physics models, see for e.g. [49–51].

In the next section, we analyze the potential ofRτµ
K and

Rτµ
K∗ ratios to probe LFU violation in the τ − µ sector.
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FIG. 1. The figure delineates the functional dependence of Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗ ratios on the new physics WCs having only universal

components. The top-left, top-right and the bottom panel corresponds to the CU
9 , CU

9 = −CU
10 and CU

9 = −C
′U
9 new physics

solutions, respectively. The grey (light magenta) and blue (light green) band correspond to the SM (new physics) predictions
for Rτµ

K and Rτµ
K∗ , respectively. The band is due to the theoretical uncertainties. The vertical dashed lines are the 1σ region

allowed by the current experimental measurements in b → sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ) sectors. To illustrate the fact that the predicted values
of Rµe

K ≡ RK and Rµe
K∗ ≡ RK∗ ratios are consistent with their SM predictions for universal couplings, we also show them in

the above plots. The horizontal line at R = 1 shows the SM predictions of RK and RK∗ . The new physics predictions for RK

and RK∗ are illustrated by red and blue bands, respectively which coincide with their SM predictions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The SM prediction for Rτµ
K observable for the B0 →

K0 decay mode in [15-22] q2 bin is [52–55]

Rτµ, SM
K = 1.20± 0.07 . (4)

For Rτµ
K∗ observable, the SM prediction in [15 - 19] q2 bin

for the B0 → K∗0 decay mode is [52]

Rτµ, SM
K∗ = 0.41± 0.01 . (5)

Like Rµe
K ≡ RK and Rµe

K∗ ≡ RK∗ , these observables are
expected to capture the possible mismatch between the
τ − µ sector. Therefore, naively speaking, one should
expect Rτµ

K(∗) observables to render values within their
predicted SM range for new physics solutions having only
universal component. However, as we will show below,
this is true only for a narrow region where the new physics
WCs are close to zero, i.e. closer to the SM.

Fig. 1 illustrates the functional dependence of these
Rτµ ratios on the new physics WCs having only universal
components. The three scenarios depicted in Fig. 1 are
favored by the current b → sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ) data. However,
in order to understand the generic behaviour of these
observables, we show regions of WCs much beyond what
is allowed by the current data.

It is apparent from the top-left panel of Fig. 1 that Rτµ
K

deviates from the SM in the entire range of considered
WC except in a narrow range around CU

9 ≈ 0. The devi-
ation becomes large for larger values of CU

9 . Further, for

region of CU
9 favored by the current data, Rτµ

K > Rτµ, SM
K

indicating that merely Rτµ,NP
K ̸= Rτµ, SM

K is not sufficient
enough to capture LFU violation in the τ − µ sector. A
similar feature is observed for the Rτµ

K∗ observable. Here

also Rτµ
K∗ ̸= Rτµ, SM

K∗ in the entire region under consid-
eration except around CU

9 ≈ 0. However, in this case

Rτµ
K∗ < Rτµ, SM

K∗ in the region of WC allowed by the cur-
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FIG. 2. Prediction of Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗ (1σ range) for all allowed solutions corresponding to F-I (only universal couplings) and F-II
(both universal and non-universal couplings) frameworks. These ratios are obtained using flavio [52] where the observables
are preimplemented based on refs. [56, 57].

rent data. For comparison, we also show predictions for
RK and RK∗ . As expected, RK ≈ RK∗ ≈ 1 in the entire
region.

For CU
9 = −CU

10 solution, Rτµ
K ≈ Rτµ, SM

K in the entire
range of WCs under consideration. This also includes
the 1σ allowed region of CU

9 = −CU
10. However for Rτµ

K∗ ,
there is moderate deviation for values of WC less than ≈
-1. In the 1σ allowed range, Rτµ

K∗ is consistent with the
SM prediction. Here again, RK and RK∗ are consistent
with the SM in the entire range of WCs.

The bottom panel of Fig. 1 exemplifies functional de-

pendence of Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗ observables for the CU
9 =

−C
′U
9 scenario. As apparent from the plot, this scenario

predicts Rτµ
K similar to the SM in the entire range of WCs

under consideration. However, Rτµ
K∗ observable show pro-

nounced deviation from the SM prediction in the entire
region barring a narrow range of WCs near zero. As ex-
pected, the µ− e ratios RK and RK∗ are consistent with
the SM in the entire range.

The deviation of Rτµ from SM even for universal cou-
plings can be attributed to mass effects. In order to un-
derstand this, we consider Rτµ

K(∗) , the ratio associated
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F-II Solutions WCs 1σ range ∆χ2

S-V CV
9µ (-1.31, -0.53 )

CV
10µ (-0.66 ,0.07) 20.25

CU
9 = CU

10 (-0.13, 0.58)

S-VI CV
9µ = −CV

10µ (-0.33, -0.20)
CU

9 = CU
10 (-0.43, -0.17) 16.81

S-VII CV
9µ (-0.43, -0.08)

CU
9 (-1.07, -0.58) 30.25

S-VIII CV
9µ = −CV

10µ (-0.18, -0.05)
CU

9 (-1.15,-0.77) 31.36

S-IX CV
9µ = −CV

10µ (-0.27,-0.12)
CU

10 (-0.09,0.27) 12.96

S-X CV
9µ (-0.72,-0.41)

CU
10 (0.05,0.34) 21.16

S-XI CV
9µ (-0.82, -0.51)

C′U
10 (-0.26,-0.04) 21.16

S-XIII CV
9µ (-0.96,-0.60)

C′V
9µ (0.22,0.63)

CU
10 (0.01,0.38)

C′U
10 (-0.08,0.24) 26.01

TABLE II. Allowed new physics solutions assuming both uni-
versal as well as non-universal new physics couplings. Here
∆χ2 = χ2

SM − χ2
bf where χ2

bf is the χ2 at the best fit point
and χ2

SM corresponds to the SM which is ≈ 184.

with B → K(∗)ℓ+ℓ− decay mode. The decay width,
ΓK
l = Γ(B → Kℓ+ℓ−), for B → Kℓ+ℓ− decay in [15-

22] q2 bin can be written as,

ΓK
l = Al

0 +Al
1(C

U
9 + C

′U
9 ) +Al

2(C
U
9 + C

′U
9 )2

+Al
3(C

U
10 + C

′U
10 ) +Al

4(C
U
10 + C

′U
10 )

2. (6)

The factors Al
i’s (where i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are primar-

ily functions of form-factors and lepton masses [58, 59].
The approximate numerical values of Al

i’s (×1020) are
obtained to be

Aτ
i ≈ (4.11, 0.62, 0.08,−1.40, 0.16),

Aµ
i ≈ (3.50, 0.80, 0.11,−0.92, 0.11),

Ae
i ≈ (3.49, 0.80, 0.11,−0.92, 0.11). (7)

Similarly, the decay width of B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− in [15-19]
q2 bin can be written, in general, in terms of new physics
WCs as,

ΓK∗

l = Bl
0 +Bl

1(C
U
9 + C

′U
9 ) +Bl

2(C
U
9 + C

′U
9 )2

+Bl
3(C

U
10 + C

′U
10 ) +Bl

4(C
U
10 + C

′U
10 )

2

+Bl
5(C

U
9 − C

′U
9 ) +Bl

6(C
U
9 − C

′U
9 )2

+Bl
7(C

U
10 − C

′U
10 ) +Bl

8(C
U
10 − C

′U
10 )

2. (8)

The values of the functions B’s are listed in table III.
These factors are calculated using the form-factors

given in ref. [57, 60] which is also used in the flavio
package. The different values of functions Al

i’s and Bl
i’s

are due to the differences in the masses of the leptons.

These functions determine the values of the flavor ratios.
For different scenarios, depending on the presence of a
type(s) of new physics WCs, the behaviour of the ratio
Rτµ is different as discussed below:

• SU-I: In this scenario, only CU
9 is present. The

ratio Rτµ
K takes the following form,

Rτµ
K =

Aτ
0 +Aτ

1 C
U
9 +Aτ

2 (C
U
9 )2

Aµ
0 +Aµ

1 C
U
9 +Aµ

2 (C
U
9 )2

. (9)

As can be seen from eq. 7, the Ai’s functions take
different set of values for µ and τ . As Aµ

1 > Aτ
1 and

Aµ
2 > Aτ

2 , R
τµ
K deviates from its SM value even for

universal couplings. For the negative values of CU
9 ,

the denominator becomes smaller as compared to
the numerator resulting in larger values of Rτµ

K as
compared to the SM. As the value of CU

9 increases,
the difference between the numerator and denomi-
nator stars decreasing. The difference becomes al-
most negligible for CU

9 ≈ 2.4, yielding Rτµ
K ≈ 1

which is less than its SM value. The value of the
ratio RK relinquishes its SM value which is ≈ 1,
even for the sufficiently larger values of CU

9 . This
is due to the fact that the functions Aµ

1 and Aµ
2 are

nearly equal to their electron counterparts i.e., Ae
1

and Ae
2.

On the other hand, the ratio Rτµ
K∗ can be written

as

Rτµ
K∗ =

Bτ
0 + (Bτ

1 +Bτ
5 )C

U
9 + (Bτ

2 +Bτ
6 )(C

U
9 )2

Bµ
0 + (Bµ

1 +Bµ
5 )C

U
9 + (Bµ

2 +Bµ
6 )(C

U
9 )2

. (10)

It is evident from table III that the prefactors Bl
i’s

are not identical for τ and µ as they are in the
case of e and µ resulting in the different behaviour
of Rτµ

K∗ as compared to the SM like behaviour of
RK∗ , even for the universal NP couplings. As CU

9

increases in the positive side, the rate of increment
of the linear and quadratic terms of the numerator
with respect to its constant term, is larger than that
of the denominator. This is because of the fact
that the constant term of denominator is already
larger than the linear and quadratic terms by one
and two order of magnitudes, respectively. On the
other hand as CU

9 goes in the negative direction,
the same argument is valid, reducing the value of
Rτµ

K∗ .

• SU-II: In this scenario both CU
9 and CU

10 are
present having the correlation CU

9 = −CU
10. Now

the ratio Rτµ
K can be written as,

Rτµ
K =

Aτ
0 + (Aτ

1 −Aτ
3)C

U
9 + (Aτ

2 +Aτ
4)(C

U
9 )2

Aµ
0 + (Aµ

1 −Aµ
3 )C

U
9 + (Aµ

2 +Aµ
4 )(C

U
9 )2

. (11)

Here all Ai functions corresponding to τ and µ con-
tribute to the ratio Rτµ

K . The observable Rτµ
K does

not deviate much from its SM value for universal
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l B0 × 1019 B1 × 1019 B2 × 1019 B3 × 1019 B4 × 1019 B5 × 1019 B6 × 1019 B7 × 1019 B8 × 1019

e 1.10 0.04 0.006 -0.05 0.006 0.20 0.03 -0.14 0.03
µ 1.09 0.04 0.006 -0.05 0.006 0.20 0.03 -0.14 0.03
τ 0.40 0.030 0.004 -0.008 0.001 0.15 0.02 -0.025 0.005

TABLE III. The values of Bl
i’s for different lepton flavors.

new physics couplings, as (Aτ
2 + Aτ

4) ≈ (Aµ
2 + Aµ

4 )
and (Aτ

1 − Aτ
3) & (Aµ

1 − Aµ
3 ) are only marginally

different from each other. Again the similar nature
of the functions for µ and e owing to their masses,
make the ratio RK to surrender to its SM value.

Similarly, for the B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− decay mode, the
flavor ratio takes the following form,

Rτµ
K∗ =

Bτ
0 + ξτLC

U
9 + ξτQ(C

U
9 )2

Bµ
0 + ξµLC

U
9 + ξµQ(C

U
9 )2

, (12)

where ξlL = (Bl
1 + Bl

5 − Bl
3 − Bl

7) and ξlQ = (Bl
2 +

Bl
4 +Bl

6 +Bl
8). In this scenario, for positive values

of CU
9 , both the numerator and denominator show

a similar rate of increment in the sum of their linear
and quadratic terms. This leads to the ratio being
nearly constant in the positive region, aligning with
the SM value. However, as the values of CU

9 become
increasingly negative, the muonic quadratic term
(ξµQ) compensates for the reduction in the linear

term (ξµL) more effectively than its tau counterpart.
Consequently, this results in a marginal decrease in
the value of Rτµ

K∗ for CU
9 < 0.

• SU-III: This scenario consists of CU
9 and its

right handed counterparts C
′U
9 with the correlation

CU
9 = −C

′U
9 . It is evident from eq. 6 that for Rτµ

K ,
the contribution arising from the new physics ef-
fects vanishes rendering only the SM contribution.
The same is true for RK as well making it inert to
CU

9 = −C
′U
9 new physics effects.

However, in contrast to Rτµ
K , the effects of new

physics do not tend to disappear in the ratio Rτµ
K∗ .

This distinction is evident in equation 8, where
terms linear and quadratic in (CU

9 − C
′U
9 ) are

present, unlike equation 6. For this scenario, the
ratio Rτµ

K∗ takes the form,

Rτµ
K∗ =

Bτ
0 + 2Bτ

5C
U
9 + 4Bτ

6 (C
U
9 )2

Bµ
0 + 2Bµ

5C
U
9 + 4Bµ

6 (C
U
9 )2

. (13)

For the positive as well as negative values of CU
9 ,

the behaviour of Rτµ
K∗ can be understood with the

same reasoning as for the SU-I scenario.

From Fig. 1, it is therefore evident that unlike RK

and RK∗ , the LFU ratios Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗ may render val-
ues different from their SM predictions even for class of
new physics solutions having only universal component.

Therefore mere deviation of these observables from the
SM cannot confirm the nature of new physics in τ − µ
sector, i.e if any experiment measures Rτµ

K and Rτµ
K∗ with

a value different from their SM predictions, we cannot
jump into the conclusion that this deviation is due to
LFUV type of new physics. For such a discrimination,
additional analysis would be required. A simple method
would be to obtain the extremum values of Rτµ

K and Rτµ
K∗

for the class of solutions obtained under the assumption
of only universal couplings and compare this with the al-
lowed range obtained for solutions having both the com-
ponents. If the two regions are distinct, Rτµ

K and Rτµ
K∗

can enable discriminating between the universal and non-
universal type of new physics. In the following we discuss
this possibility for the new physics scenarios allowed by
the current experimental data in b → sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ) sec-
tors.

The 1σ predicted range of Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗ for all al-
lowed solutions in F-I and F-II frameworks are depicted
in Fig. 2. It is evident from the top panel of the fig-
ure that none of the F-I solutions can provide large en-
hancement of Rτµ

K observable above the SM value. The
SU-I, i.e CU

9 < 0 solution can only provide a marginal en-
hancement (≲ 5%) whereas the other two F-I solutions
relinquish Rτµ

K within its SM range. On the other hand,
almost all F-II solutions can enhance Rτµ

K above the SM
prediction. The enhancement can be large, up to ∼ 25%
for the S-V solution. This implies that the observation
of Rτµ

K with value ≳ 10% above the SM prediction would
be possible only for the class of solutions having both
universal as well as non-universal couplings. For e.g., the
measurement of Rτµ

K with a value ≳ 1.5 with an absolute
uncertainty of 0.1 can lead to a 2σ distinction between
the two classes of solutions.

The Rτµ
K∗ predictions for F-II solutions were first ob-

tained in [35]. These along with the predictions for F-I
solutions are demystified in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.
It is perceptible from the figure that that for all F-I so-
lutions, the predicted values of Rτµ

K∗ is less than the SM
value whereas a number of solutions in F-II framework
predict Rτµ

K∗ greater than the SM. In particular the S-
V and S-XIII can lead to a large enhancement in Rτµ

K∗

over the SM. Therefore if Rτµ
K∗ is measured with a value

greater than the SM, this will not only confirm the pres-
ence of new physics but will also reveal its non-universal
nature. For e.g., if Rτµ

K∗ is measured with a value ∼
20% above the SM prediction (≈ 0.40) with an absolute
uncertainty of 0.04, the new physics solutions with non-
universal component will be favoured over new physics
with universal solutions at the level of 2σ. However, if
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the measured value is less than the SM prediction, it
would be difficult to reveal the nature of new physics
through Rτµ

K∗ .
Currently the study of b → sτ+τ− decays are restricted

from the experimental side due to intricacy in reconstruc-
tion of tauons in the final states. Because of this, at
present, we only have upper bounds in this sector which
are several orders of magnitude above the SM predic-
tions. For instance, the upper bounds on the branching
ratios of B → Kτ+τ− and B → K∗τ+τ− decays are
2.25 ×10−3 [61] and 2×10−3 [62], respectively. Therefore
in order to utilize the potential of these decays [55, 63]
(as well as b → dτ+τ− decays [64]) for investigating
new physics, a drastic improvement in tau-reconstruction
techniques will be required. We hope that such sensitiv-
ities would be achieved at the HL-LHC [65], Belle II [55]
and FCC-ee experiments [66–68]. Based on the current
sensitivity analysis, the HL-LHC and Belle-II can detect
B → Kτ+τ− and B → K∗τ+τ− decays up to a level of
∼ (10−4−10−5) whereas owing to the high precision ver-
tex reconstruction, the FCC-ee experiment can not only
perform a precision measurement of the branching ratio
of B → K∗τ+τ− decay up to the SM level but can also
measure its angular distribution.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The ratios Rτµ
K and Rτµ

K∗ are expected to provide tests
of LFU violation in the τ − µ sector in the same way
as RK and RK∗ observables furnish in the µ − e sector.
However, we find that these ratios relinquish values dif-
ferent from their SM predictions even for new physics
with only universal couplings. A good fit to the current
b → sℓℓ (ℓ = e, µ) data can be provided by assuming
new physics couplings to be universal in nature as well
as for the scenarios having both universal as well as non-
universal components. Therefore bare deviation of Rτµ

K
and Rτµ

K∗ from their SM values cannot confirm the na-
ture of possible new physics. A careful anatomization of
these observables for the solutions corresponding to the
two classes of new physics will be required to identify the
new physics type. By comparing the predictions of Rτµ

K(∗)

for the current allowed solutions, we find that two classes
of solutions can be discriminated if the measured value
of Rτµ

K∗ is greater than the SM prediction.
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